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MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of radio
TOOLS REQUIRED:
5/64 Allen wrench drill
Drill & #36 drill bit
Phillips screwdriver
Flat screwdriver

CELL PHONE & MEDIA MOUNT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
PART#:
75103-597
MFG:
BMW
MODELS & YEARS: 318i 1996-1998
323i 1998, 328i 1996-1998, M3 1996-2000

HARDWARE INCLUDED:
( 1 ) A - #8X9/16 Needle Point Screw

* * ADVISEMENT * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash
Mounts are designed so that after
installation, phone is facing normal
driver position for left-hand drive
vehicles. This mount is not designed
to be used in foreign countries with
right-hand drive vehicles. Use extreme
care when working around the plastic
components on the dash. Excess force,
can cause breakage of the
plastic components.

STEP #1

Remove the radio by opening two tabs located on both sides of the radio. Using the 5/64 Allen
wrench on the set screws located under the tabs, turn counter clockwise until the radio is released.
Carefully pull radio out and set it on the console.

STEP #2

Insert the Indash Mount between the right side of the radio cavity (plastic) and the dash (vinyl side).
Push the Indash Mount in until the bend rests on the outside step of the radio cavity. Once the mount
is pushed in, locate a hole that is about 1 inch in from the step where the radio rests inside the radio
cavity. Once you have located this hole, with #36 drill bit, drill a pilot hole thru the hole on the Indash
Mount. Install the provided screw on the pilot hole. This will secure the Indash in place.

STEP #3

Push radio back into place and lock it securely by tightening the set screws with the 5/64 Allen
wrench.

STEP #4

Attach phone holder to Indash Mount.

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE. ENJOY YOUR NEW PANAVISE INDASH MOUNT.

The unit pictured is our handmade prototype model,
not a production part. This photo is for location
reference only.
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